
Scene 1 int. interview waiting room 

Three chairs are positioned in a row in a lobby of a generic office building, against the 

wall. Two men are seated on two of the chairs. They are both dressed in suits, one 

looking smart, the other looking less smart in a badly fitted suit that is clearly not 

new. Next to them is a closed door with a sign on it that reads 'Interview Room 1'. We 

then see more of the lobby that the men are seated in, showing there is a woman 

seated at a desk opposite, typing at a computer. There is a pot plant on the desk. She is 

smartly dressed, with a friendly smile. 

The 'Interview Room 1' door opens and we see a man shaking hands with another 

man come out of the room. The second man walks off smiling. The first man invites 

one of the seated men into Interview Room 1 by gesturing with his hand. 

the interviewer 

Come in Mr...(he glances down at a clipboard)...Brewster. 

THE INTERVIEWER and MR BREWSTER enter 'Interview Room 1' and close the 

door. The remaining man on the chair (MR SUTTON) glances at his watch. He then 

glances up at a sign that reads 'TOILETS', then back at his watch. He remains seated 

for a few more seconds. He glances at his watch again, then at the 'TOILETS' sign 

again. 

The woman at the desk opposite (THE SECRETARY) opens a bottle of coke. She 

pours it out into a glass slowly, creating a loud noise. MR SUTTON looks slightly 

pained. 

THE SECRETARY then lifts a holiday brochure for a water-based theme park and 

proceeds to read it. We see MR SUTTON see the picture on the brochure and look 

pained again. 

A woman, wearing a tabard, walks into the room. She is carrying a watering can. She 

waters the plant on the desk in a slow, loud way. MR SUTTON looks more pained. 

He begins wriggling uncomfortably on his seat. He glances down at his watch, then to 

the toilet sign. He stands up and walks towards the direction the 'TOILETS' sign is 

pointing in. 

SCENE 2 int. corridor 1 

A Corridor with a 'MENS' Toilet Door at the end: 

MR SUTTON approaches the 'MENS' toilet, only to see a sign on the door saying 

'OUT OF ORDER'. Wriggling, he glances at his watch. He turns and runs back in the 

direction he has just come from. The camera remains on the 'MENS' toilet door. A 

man dressed in maintenance overalls carrying a tool box exits the toilet. He takes the 

'OUT OF ORDER' sign off the door. 

Scene 3 int. interview waiting room 



MR SUTTON runs back into the lobby. He approaches THE SECRETARY. 

THE SECRETARY 

Can I help you? 

MR SUTTON 

Er, is there another toilet? 

THE SECRETARY 

Yeah, there's one downstairs. 

MR SUTTON 

Cheers. 

SCENE 4 int. staircase 

MR SUTTON is running down the stairs. There is another person coming up the 

stairs. As they meet they both move to the left, then the right, then the left, trying to 

get past each other. MR SUTTON eventually passes the man. 

SCENE 5 int. corridor 2 

MR SUTTON runs across the lobby to a door. He opens the door towards himself. A 

pretty lady walks through from the other side. He holds the door open for her. As he is 

about to walk through, two more people walk through. He remains holding the door 

open for them. As he is about to go through the door a whole crowd of people walk 

through. He has to hold the door open for the whole crowd. We see him looking 

frustrated, and yet smiling politely at the people as they come through. When all the 

people have come through MR SUTTON goes through the door. 

SCENE 6 int. lobby of offices 

On one side of the lobby we can see the building's exit, and on the other side a door 

with a "Mens Toilet" sign on it. There are four men lined up outside the door. One of 

them glances at his watch. MR SUTTON runs over to the door. He looks at the toilet 

door and the queue of men. He glances at his watch, then up and down the room. He 

exits the building. The camera remains on the queue of men. A woman holding a 

clipboard comes out of a door opposite the toilet door. 

CLIPBOARD WOMAN 

Thank you for being patient. You can come through now, gentlemen. 

The men walk into the room the CLIPBOARD WOMAN came out of. 

scene 7 ext. outside office 



MR SUTTON comes out of the building and glances up and down the street. Heads 

up the street. MR SUTTON smiles. He glances down at his watch and goes to cross 

the road. As he is about to step into the apparently empty road a cyclist goes past. He 

politely steps back onto the pavement. As he goes to step into the road, once the 

cyclist has past, loads of cyclists suddenly come past. When the cyclists have all gone 

past MR SUTTON goes to step into the road again. A young girl cycles past, causing 

him to have to step back onto the pavement again. MR SUTTON scowls after the girl. 

He then crosses the road, with the scowl still on his face. 

scene 8 ext. street 

The road down leading to the PUBLIC TOILET: 

MR SUTTON trots up the road in the direction of the PUBLIC TOILET, down a 

slight hill. 

At the end of the hill is the PUBLIC TOILET. Suddenly a pram whizzes past him 

down the hill, in shock MR SUTTON looks behind him and we see the mother up the 

road shouting frantically. 

MOTHER 

(Panicking) 

My baby! My baby! Somebody save my baby! 

MR SUTTON looks back to the pram and hesitantly runs after it. He catches it at the 

bottom of the hill. The mother catches up to him and throws her arms around him. 

MOTHER 

Oh, thank you, thank you! You saved my baby! 

MR SUTTON opens his mouth to speak but the PUBLIC TOILET catches his eye, he 

pulls away from her, pushing her an arms distance to the side. He runs into the 

PUBLIC TOILET. 

scene 9 int. public toilet 

The toilet door is open, MR SUTTON runs in, placing his hand on the PUBLIC 

TOILET door obscuring a sign. As he enters the cubicle he goes out of focus as the 

door closes, revealing the words "CAUTION: DO NOT USE!" 

ScenE 10 int. cubicle 

Entering the cubicle rapidly, MR SUTTON'S face is smiling but he slows down as his 

face drops in repulsion. Close-up shot of MR SUTTON's facial expressions as he 

looks around at the floors, walls and ceiling. 

SCENE 11 ext. outside public toilets 



Shot fades in of outside the PUBLIC TOILET. A MAINTENANCE MAN comes into 

shot, locks the door and then walks off. 

scene 12 int. cubicle 

MR SUTTON quickly looks up, realising he is locked in. 

All of a sudden he slips on his back. 

scene 13- CREDITS ROLL 

scene 14 int. interview room 

Overshoulder shot of MR SUTTON, covered in excrement and hair messed up, cleans 

his hand on his chest and then offers a handshake. 

THE END. 

Scene 15- alternative ending- int. public toilet 

MR SUTTON runs in and enters a cubicle. 

scene 16 int. cubicle 

Close up shot of MR SUTTON in the cubicle, he is breathing heavily and is 

uncomfortably trying to get his trousers off. 

He then pulls a magazine out from his suit pocket, it's a dirty magazine. He lets out a 

huge sigh of relief. 

THE END. 

 


